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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an unbounded open set in Euclidean n-space, E, . We denote 
by JVF*P*n(G) the completion of the space Corn(G) of infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support in G, in the norm 
where II u &,o is the norm inP(G). H ere h is any real number, m is a positive 
integer, and p 3 1; 01 = (01~ ,..., a,) is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers; 
laj=~ai;Da=D~ .-- 02 where Dj = a/&. 
In this paper we characterize, for each h, those domains G for which 
the natural imbedding 
WY’A ((3 - L”(G) 
is completely continuous. For h > mp this is the case for all G. If h < mp 
a necessary and sufficient condition on G to guarantee the compactness of 
the imbedding is formulated in terms of a certain definition of capacity 
for closed subsets of cubes in E,, . A geometric condition on G which implies 
this capacity condition is then given. These results generalize similar results 
obtained by the author in Ref. [l] for the special case h = 0. Finally we 
illustrate an implication of the compactness theorems for partial differential 
operators in G having degenerate or divergent ellipticity at infinity. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACT IMBEDDINGS 
We begin by disposing of the case X > mp. 
THEOREM 1. If h > mp the imbedditg Wrvp*‘(G) + Lp(G) is compact for 
every open GCE,. 
Proof. If the imbedding is compact for G it is compact for any G’ C G 
so without loss of generality we take G = En . If u E COm(E,) we have 
UP, 4 = ;--$, s m (t - I)*-~ & u(t, u) dt, 7
where (r, u) denote spherical polar coordinates in En. If p > 1 it follows 
from an application of Holder’s inequality that 
I u(r, 41 pyn-1 ’ (m L l)! s 
m d” 
7 1 dtl” u(t, u)l” t+l(l + t)” dt 
MW-P)/(P-1)(1 + t)-A/W-l' &I'-1 
< const * rmp-h-l 
s 
* d” 
+ I dt” u(t, u>l” t+l(l + Oa dt, 
where the constant depends on m, p, and A. If p = 1 a similar inequality 
is immediate. 
Let KR = {x E En : 1 x 1 2 R}. If z‘ denotes the unit sphere in E, we 
obtain 
11 u IIi,KR < const . I 1 ~~p-~-l dr 1, do 1,” [ gu(t, u)I" P-1(1 + t)” dt 
< const . R”‘=-” 11 u Ij;,,,A 
and this inequality holds, by completion, for all II in W~-p*A(E,). Let 
{ui}yB1 be a bounded sequence in WFJ’*‘(En). In order to show that {ui} 
is precompact in LP(E,) it is sufficient to show that 
(a) For every E > 0 there exists R > 0 such that /I ui Ilo,KR < E for all i; 
(b) For any bounded G the sequence {ui 1 G} is precompact in LD(G). 
(a) is an immediate consequence of the inequality obtained above. To 
establish (b) note that G C B for some ball B. Since (1 + 1 x I)-A is bounded 
on B it follows that {ui 1 B} is bounded in the ordinary Sobolev space 
Wm-p(B) and hence precompact in Lp(B) by Kondrachov’s theorem. Thus 
{ui 1 G} is compact in Lp(G) and the theorem follows. 
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We turn now to the case mp > A. If H is a cube of side h in E,, and if 
E is a closed proper subset of H we denote by C”(H, E) the class of all 
functions in Cm(H) which vanish near E. We define the W~J’ capacity 
of E in H as 
All cubes H referred to in this paper will have faces parallel to the coordinate 
planes. 
THEOREM 2. If A < mp then necessary and sufi&t for the compactness 
of the imbeo!ding WFSp+‘(G) ---f Lp(G) is the following condition on G: For 
every E > 0 there exist R, s with R 3 0 and 0 < s < 1, and a partition X 
of E, into cubes H of side h satisfying 
hm” < s” inf,(l + 1 x I)^ 
such that C’t;&, 3 s/c for each HEX for which H n GR is nonempty, 
GR being{xEG: 1x1 > R}. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we prepare the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. There is a constant Kl such that for every cube H of side h 
in E, and every u E C*(H) 
Proof. For H = Hl , the cube of unit side centred at the origin, the 
above inequality is well-known (cf. Agmon, Ref. [2, Theorem 3.31 for the 
case p = 2). For general H of side h and centre c, if u E Cm(H) then 
U(X) = v(y), where y = (x - c)/h for some v E Cm(Hl), and the lemma 
follows by change of variables. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a constant K2 such that for any E > 0 there exists 
6 = a(~) with 0 < 8 < 1 such that for any cube H of side h in E,, and any 
u E C”(H) 
II u KH G EhmP c II DYJ IKH + KS II u IlLr 9 
Ia 1-m 
where 6H is the cube of side 6h concentric with H. 
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Proof. By another standard interpolation theorem (cf. Agmon, Ref. 
[2, Theorem 3.2(2”)] for the case p = 2) there exists a constant Ka such 
that for any E > 0 there exists 6’ = S’(E) < 1 such that 
for every v E Cm(HJ. Putting S(E) = S’(E/K,K,) we obtain 
for z < 1 and hence for any E. The case of general H follows just as in 
Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. For given 6, 0 < 6 < 1, there exists a constant K3 such that 
for any cube H of side h in E, there exists w E C,,*(H) with the properties 
(a) w(x) = 1 for x E SW, 
(b) I DEW( < I&h+ for all x, 0 < j 01 I < m. 
Once again the proof follows from the special case H = HI by change 
of variable. 
LEMMA 4. If - 03 < h < mp there exists a positive constant c and a 
partition X of E, into cubes H of side h satisfying 
c sup,(l + j x I)* < hmp d inf,( 1 + I x 1)” 
Proof. Construct the cubic block centred at the origin consisting of 3” 
cubes of side 1. Surround this block with a layer of cubes of side 3 to make 
a new cubic block of volume 3” times that of the old block. Continue adding 
layers of cubes in this way, trippling the cube edge each time a new layer 
is added. It is easily verified that each cube H’ of the partition x’ so 
generated satisfies, h’ being the side of H’, 
c’ sup,(l + I x I) < h’ < K’ inf&l + I x I) 
(in fact c’ = l/3 di, k’ = 2). Since mp > h we have for each cube H’ in 
the partition 
c’“P SUP&(1 + j X I)^ < C’mP SUP&(1 + I X I)“” Q h’“P. 
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If also h’mp < inf,(l + 1 x 1)” let H = H’, h = h’. Otherwise subdivide 
H’ into No cubes H of side h = K/N where N is the smallest integer such 
that h”~ < inf,(l + / x I)“. It follows that 
hrnP > (I!!$,“” in! (1 + ( x I)^ > (1/2)“P (c’lk’)” $P (1 + I x I)“. 
Subdividing H’ E x’ in this manner whenever necessary we obtain a new 
partition X for all cubes H of which we have 
c supH(l + ( x I)” < hmp < inf,(l + 1 x I)“, 
where c = min(clmP, (1/2)“p(~‘/k’)A). 
LEMMA 5 (Interpolation Inequality for Weighted Spaces). If mp > h 
there exists a constant K, such that for any u E Com(E,J. 
c 
O<lalea 
s,, I Du(x)j”(l + / x I)*larllm,dx 
d Ko /II u ll;.~, + c j” 
lal=m E?z 
I Wx>l” (1 + I x I)” dJ+ 
Proof. Let X be the partition constructed in Lemma 4. Let 
By Lemma 1 
co = o<~i3~m c-lallm > 0. 
.a. 
C 1 1 Du(x)l”(l + 1 x I)Alarl/mdx 
Oqq<rn H 
d co ,<;<, ApIaI j-, I D=Nx)l’ dx 
. . 
< &co II u IL + hmp [ C j- I Mx)I p dx] lal=m H 
9 Ko II u IL [ + la;m s, I ~W41p (1 + I x I>” dx]. 
The lemma now follows by summation over the finite number of cubes 
HE X which meet the support of u. 
Proof of Theorem 2 (Sufficiency). Let E > 0 and suppose there exists 
R > 0 and s, 0 < s < 1, and a partition X of E,, into cubes H of side h 
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satisfying Wp < P infH(l + j x 1)” such that Cg& > sK,,/E~ for every H 
in X which meets GR . Then for any such H and for any u E C,“(G) we 
have, noting that sI”I < s, 
Summation over those HE X which meet GR n supp u, and application of 
Lemma 5, leads to 
I D”u(x)l” (1 + I 32 I)“‘““” dx 
The precompactness in D(G) of a sequence {ui} bounded in WrePp.‘(G) now 
follows just as in Theorem 1. 
(Necessity). Suppose now that G does not satisfy the condition of the 
theorem. Let X be the partition of E, constructed in Lemma 4. Then for a 
sequence {Hj} of elements of elements of X and some positive constant K 
we have 
For each such Hj there exists uj E C*(Hj , H, - G) for which 
II 24 IKE?, = 1, I;;p(uj) < K. 
Applying Lemma 2 with E = 1/2K we obtain a 6 < 1 for which 
II u, llhr, 2 WG . 
By Lemma 3 there exist functions Wj E Com(Hj) such that wj(x) = 1 on 6Hj 
and I D”w&)l < K,h+l for all x, 0 < I OL 1 < m. Let vj = ujw, E Com(Hj n G). 
Then clearly 
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Also for 1 OL 1 + / /3 1 = m we have 
I I Dauj(x)lp I Dswj(x)Ip (l + I x I)^ dx Hj 
< Ksprl max( 1, K). 
It follows that {wj} is bounded in IIJ’~*~*‘(G). But since I vi - wk 1li.o = 
II Wj II;+, + II wk II~.H~ 1 > l/K, the sequence is not precompact in LP(G) and 
so the embedding W~*p*A(G) -+ P(G) is not compact. 
3. SOME GEOM~RIC CONSIDERATIONS 
If h < mp a domain G for which the imbedding WaSp*‘(G) + P(G) is 
compact must satisfy 
dist (x, bdry G) - O 
(1 + I A- lvrnp 
as x tends to infinity through G, though, of course, this condition is not in 
general sufficient to guarantee compactness. The role of the dimension 
of bdry G on the compactness phenomenon is clarified by the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let k be the largest integer satisfying k < mp, k < n (01 
k=lifm=p=l).ThereexistsaconstantCsuchthatforeererycubeH 
in E, hawing side h < infH(l + I x 1)” we hawe 
where t.++,(H, G) is the maximum, taken ower all projections P onto (n - k)- 
dimensional faces of H, of the (n - k) measure of P(H - G). 
The proof of Theorem 3 requires the following two lemmas. As both 
are proved in Ref. [l] we give only sketches of the proofs here. 
LEMMA 6. There is a constant C, such that for any cube H of side h in E, , 
for any subset A of H hawing positiwe measure, and for any II E Cm(H) 
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Proof. If x E H, y E A integrate the p-th power of the equation 
u(x) = U(Y) + j: -g 4Y + t(x - YN dt 
first over H and then over A and make use of the formula 
s dr Al x - y p-1 = c(n)(meas A)lln. 
The result follows. 
LEMMA 7. If mp > n (or m = p = n = 1) there is a constant C, such 
that for any cube H of side h in E, and every u E Cm(H) vanishing in a 
neighbourhood of some point of H we have 
Proof. If p < n let Q = np(n - mp + p)-l; if p > n let 4 = p. Integra- 
tion of the q-th power of 
44 = j: $4~ + t(x - Y)) dt, U(Y) = 0, 
over H leads to 
II u III& d cona * hq II grad u II&I . 
The result then follows from Sobolev’s imbedding theorem via the technique 
used in Lemma 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let P be the maximal projection referred to in the 
definition of p&H, G) and let E = P(H - G). Without loss of generality 
we assume that F, the (n - K) face of H containing E, is parallel to the 
xk+l"'x?a coordinate plane. For each point x = (x’, x”) in E, where 
x’ = (x1 ,..., xk) and x” = (xlc+r ,..., x,), let H,” be the k cube of side h 
in which H intersects the k plane through x normal to F. By definition of P 
there exists y E Hz- - G. If u E Cm(H, H - G) then u(., x”) E Cm(Hz” , y). 
Applying Lemma 7 to u(., x”) we obtain 
I 1 u(x’, x”)l’ dx’ < C, C h”lal H, lQlLIlBW% s 1 Ih(x’, x”)lp dx’. Hn 
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Integrating this inequality over E and denoting H’ = {x’ : x = (x’, x”) E H 
for some x”} we have 
Application of Lemma 6 with A = H’ x E so that meas A = h$&H, G) 
now leads to 
II u II;., G PIC, + Cl> ,%;;, G) C wa’ II D’u KH 
l<lF.l<V% 
1 
h”-k I;.,(u). 
= c an--XV4 G) 
Hence 
COROLLARY. If for given E > 0 there exist R, s with R 2 0 and 0 < s < 1 
and there exists a partition X of E, into cubes H of side h, where hmp < 
sm inf,(l + 1 x 1)” such that p,+,(H, G) > sh+k/E for all HE X which meet 
GR , then the imbedding Wr*p*A(G) + Lp(G) is compact. 
Remark. If mp > n, mp 3 h we may take k = n, s = z. A modification 
of Lemma 4 assures us that we may find a partition of E, into cubes 
satisfying 
CP sup,,(l + I x 1)” < hnzP < sm inf,(l + / x I)“. 
Since &H, G) = 1 if H n bdry G # o it follows that 
dist (x, bdry G) ~ o 
(1 + I x IVrnP 
as lxl+co, XEG 
is both necessary and sufficient for the compactness of WpVP*‘(G) + Lp(G) 
in this case. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We consider the 2m-th order self-adjoint partial differential operator in G 
given by 
Lu(x) = (-1)” c D”[a&x) D%(x)], 
lul=m 
505/9/2-9 
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where the coefficients a, E P(G) and satisfy, for some positive constants 
cr and cp , 
~(1 + I x 1)” < Re q&4 < c2(l + I x IY, 
and where the Dirichlet form of L, 
l(u, w) = c 1 a,(x) D%(x) PO(X) dx, 
1a]=rn G 
satisfies for U, v E Cam(G) 
I 104 41 G c2 II fJ llm.2.A II v lL2.A 9 
Re l(u, 4 t 4 u llf.2.~ - II u Il~.d 
The realization in L2(G) of the operator L corresponding to null Dirichlet 
boundary data is an operator T defined by 
dam(T) = J-Q*2*A(G) n (feL2(G) :L~EL~(G)}, 
Tf = Lf, f E dam(T). 
For T we have the following standard theorem, a sketch of the proof of 
which may be found in Ref. [3]. 
THEOREM 4. If G is such that the imbedding WFSp*‘(G) -+ Lp(G) is 
compact, then the operator T as defined above is a closed linear operator in 
La(G); the spectrum u(T) is discrete, has no finite limit points, and is contained 
in the right half of the complex plane; for 6 # a(T) the resolve& operator 
R,(T) = (OI - T)-l is completely continuous. 
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